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Abstract: Edge Computing facilitates low-latency for real-time applications. It can be achieved by installing computing infrastructure at the network edge or bringing cloud benefits closer to the user. In Edge Computing, computing resources are not more than one hop away from the user equipment. The mobility of a user in such a case can cause problems. If a user continues to move, maintaining low-latency becomes challenging. So, service is migrated between edge servers as the user moves. This migration can lead to a time duration for which the service is not available, called Downtime. While migrating, to leverage low-latency, Downtime must be kept to a minimum. In this paper, we introduced an approach to migrate service so that the minimum amount of data is transferred during Downtime. We have also discussed some existing techniques for migrating service and compared them based on how they reduce data to be transferred to lessen the Downtime. Our approach transfers lesser data that causes less Downtime than one of the existing techniques.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Many real-time applications are increasing day by day. These applications require computing resources in the proximity of equipment. The sensors, actuators, drone-related applications, intelligent transportation systems (ITS) [1], being used these days require computational results in the minimum time. Offloading intensive computations to the cloud [2] can be the best solution to achieve this, but it has its problems. The geographical distance between the cloud and user equipment causes a delay in results. Offloading to cloud solves the problem of lacking resources but gives a high latency. To handle this problem, we need to install computational resources closer to the user equipment. This approach is called Edge Computing [3] i.e., Bringing resources at the edge of the network. This solution can also cause a problem if there is no support for the mobility of the user [4]. The mobility of a user requires mobility of service. Service is migrated between different hops as the user continues to move. The frequency of migrations affects the latency observed by the user. Downtime during the migration is the primary reason behind this increased latency. The more the Downtime, the more it affects applications that require ultra-low latency. In Section 2, we have discussed some techniques that help in reducing Downtime for these types of applications.

Need for mobility support- As shown in Figure 1, suppose a mobile user has offloaded its application to the edge server because computational resources lack in mobile devices. Being directly connected to MEC1, a user is seamlessly receiving service with low-latency. As the user starts to move, the distance between a user and MEC1 continues to increase. It results in high latency [5]. To get benefit from edge computing, we transfer the service to MEC2 so that users can get service again without any delay.

II. EXISTING TECHNIQUES

A. Two-Layer approach

The Two-Layer approach migrates service from source Mobile Edge Cloud (MEC) to destination MEC. As the name suggests, the transfer of files between MECs uses two layers, say, Base Layer, and Instance Layer. This approach works for Virtual machines as well as Containers [6]. Base Layer consists of a package that contains all the data related to OS, Kernel, virtualization, whereas the Instance Layer contains applications installed and their running states. The size of the package of the Base Layer is about a few MBs for containers and a few GBs for Virtual machines. The migration of these packages takes a few seconds during which service is down. To reduce the Downtime, make Base Layer generic for all Mobile Edge Clouds, and every server has a copy of it [6].

Assuming Base Layer is already present on the destination server, whenever required; transfer only the Instance Layer from source to destination MEC. The service on source MEC stops, and then transfer occurs. The service resumes after combining the Instance Layer and already present Base Layer. As we only require transferring the Application Layer, the amount of data transfer reduces, which in turn reduces the service Downtime [6].

B. Three-Layer approach

Even though the amount of data required to transfer got reduced in the Two-Layer approach, we still cannot achieve short Downtime of service. For better performance, the Three-Layer approach [6] to transfer data between two Mobile Edge Clouds got proposed.

The new layer is an intermediate Application Layer, containing an idle version of the application. Instance Layer now contains only the running state of the application. Base Layer remains the same.

Similar to the Two-Layer approach, Base Layer is already present on every MEC. When the migration process starts, the service on source MEC keeps running. The Application Layer is transferred to the destination MEC. Then the service stops on the source MEC, and Instance Layer migrates to the destination. This approach reduces the Downtime as compared to the Two-Layer approach because Downtime is present only while migrating the Instance Layer.
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The performance of this approach is studied using KVM and LXC [7].

C. Three-Layer approach with Iteration

Improvement has done in a Three-Layer approach by in- producing iteration in the migration of the Instance Layer. In the Three-Layer approach, Downtime starts with the migration of the Instance Layer. In this approach, the migration of the Instance Layer uses Pre-Copy Migration [8]. The running state of an application migrates using ‘n’ iterations. In the first iteration, transfer the complete copy of the in-memory state. In the next ‘n-1’ iteration, transfer only dirty pages until the rate of data getting transferred is less than the page dirtying rate. Then stop the service on source MEC and transfer data of the last iteration to destination MEC. In this approach, Downtime is the time taken by the last iteration only.

D. Service Handoff across Edge Servers via Docker

This approach (refer [9]) proposes the use of layered storage system, selecting a target edge server, the Base Layer is synchronized for the Docker container. Then container run time memory is dumped and transferred to the target edge server. From now, service handoff starts and halts service on source edge servers, and the latest run time states get transferred to target edge servers. After checkpointing, run-time states remain the same, and both source and edge servers are synchronized. The next step is to reload Docker daemon to make target container daemon able to recognize configuration files created by the source edge server. Then compare the final dump to pre-dump memory and transfer only those files, which are not present on the target server. The target server restores the container.

E. Stateful Process Migration for Edge Computing Applications

To further reduce Downtime, this method proposes to trans- fer only Stateful Processes rather than an application and its in- memory states [10]. A server-side application contains Stateful and Stateless Processes. Stateful Processes contain user equipment related states, while Stateless Processes only provide services to Stateful Processes. Stateful Processes are reconnected to the Stateful Processes (already running on the destination server) to continue service. This method reduces the amount of data to send over the network, which results in a decrease in Downtime [10].

This method consists of three phases:

Preparation - Before the process of migration begins, we have to make sure that OS and stateless processes are already running on the destination server.

Migration - In this step, the migration of Stateful Processes occurs. Processes are migrated to the destination server only if resources are available; otherwise, migration fails.

Reconnection - For establishing reconnection between Stateful and Stateless Processes- Interprocess Communication Channels (IPC) are converted i.e. Request for communication gets convert to request for a newly created communication channel.

III. COMPARISON OF EXISTING TECHNIQUES

Table I shows the type of data that above discussed techniques target to migrate after the service stops running on the source-side. Base Layer contains the OS, which is generic for all servers, and is not usually migrated. Application Layer contains the idle version of Application Layer which has both Stateful and Stateless processes. Instance Layer contains the in-memory state of running application.

IV. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY

Earlier, a novel approach was introduced to transfer only Stateful Processes to the destination server instead of transferring the Virtual machine, containers, or a whole application [10]. These Stateful Processes are connected to Stateless Processes. The Stateless Processes are transferred to the destination servers before the Stateful Process is migrated to minimize the Downtime.

The method contains three steps. In the first step, the operating system and the Stateless Processes are transferred to the destination machine. When the migration triggers, the second step starts, which involves the transfer of Stateful Processes from source to the destination server. It stops application on the source server and transfers Stateful Processes to the destination server. Communication channels are created between Stateful and Stateless Processes on the destination in the third step. This approach reduces the amount of data to be migrated, which results in reducing the Downtime of the application.

We can further reduce this data that needs to be migrated on the destination server by introducing Live Migration in the second step of the approach mentioned above.

There are two ways to perform migration –
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**Simple Migration**- This is the existing method. The whole application stops, and the process state is transferred to the destination server, and then the process is restored on the destination server using this process state. This method involves transferring the data for the application to the destination server after the service is suspended on the source server. This approach doesn’t scale well with the size of the process. To overcome this deficiency, we propose the following updates to the migration process.

**Live Migration**- Live Migration differs from Simple Migration in migrating some of the process state before stopping the application on the source server. We transfer a part of the process states prior to stopping the process with the aim that when we stop the application on the source server, we are left with a smaller amount of process state to transfer to the destination server. The process includes the determination of when to stop the process at the source server and transfer the remaining process state to the destination server.

Following steps are followed for Live Migration in our methodology-

1. Once the intention to migrate a Stateful Process is made clear, we start transferring the process state to the destination server without stopping the process on the source server.
2. Each successive process state capture includes only those pages which have changed since the previous process state capture. Once no such change is detected between two successive process states, we make a reasonable assumption that the process is idle during this time, and we can stop this process at the source server.
3. The remaining state is migrated to the destination server after stopping the application on the source server.

Of course, the criteria to decide when to stop and migrate the process can be changed based on different application needs. In this paper, we present the result using the criteria described above.

**V. DOWNTIME CALCULATION**

In Stateful Process Migration, by applying Live Migration, better Downtime can be achieved.

**Procedure**-

1) Take Process ID, Source Path, Destination name, Destination IP, Destination Path as input to Algorithm.
2) Save the process state (let’s call it the snapshot) for the first time and transfer it to the destination server (do not stop the process at this point).
3) Save the process state that has changed since the last snapshot of the process state (let’s call it the incremental snapshot) without stopping the process and transfer to the destination server.
4) Calculate hash for the last two incremental snapshots of the process state.
5) Repeat steps 3 and 4 until the hashes taken in step 4 are equal. This indicates that there was no change in the process state between the last two incremental snapshots.
6) Take a final incremental snapshot of the process state and stop the process on the source server (Downtime Starts).
7) Transfer process state to the destination.
8) Restore the process on the destination server using the transferred process state (Downtime Ends).

Figure 2 shows the different steps involved and Downtime caused by Live Migration.

**VI. EVALUATION ENVIRONMENT**

For Live Migration, we used CRIU [11] (Checkpoint/restore in Userspace), a software tool for Linux. It provides support for migration [12]. Iterative Migration in CRIU [13] helps in achieving Live Migration as follows-

**Pre-dump**: Each pre-dump command in CRIU captures the process state relative to the process state captured in the last pre-dump command, i.e., this command captures the changes to the process state [13]. Until the captured process state meets the criteria defined above to stop the process, continue taking these pre-dumps. The time taken in this step is not counted towards the Downtime because we do not stop the process during this step.

**Dump**: It dumps (stops) the process [13]. *Dump time* is the time taken by this phase.
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Copy: It involves transferring data between two servers when the process stops [13]. Time taken here gives us Transfer Time. Restore: Service is restored on destination using this com-mand [13]. Time taken in this phase is called Restore Time.

We performed the migration of different sizes of processes across two virtual machines (VM1 and VM2) on the same host. Virtual machines (Ubuntu18.04) run on Windows 10 operating system. When Live Migration triggers, VM1 starts saving process states and transfers them to VM2. It continues until two consecutive process states have the same hash. When the process has made no change, CRIU generates the same files. The size of such files is mostly in kBs. So, the process gets stopped on the source-side, once two consecutive process states obtain the same hash value. We transfer the last process state to VM2, and then the process is restored using this on VM2.

VII. RESULT ANALYSIS

Figure 3 shows Downtime that we get by Simple Migration (migration method used in the Existing approach), and Fig- ure 4 shows the Downtime of Live Migration. In comparison to Simple Migration, our approach of Live Migration gives lesser Downtime.

Figure 3 and Figure 5 are for the same events (Simple Migration), but Figure 5 shows the breakup of time taken by different parts of Simple Migration. We can see that as the size of the process increases, so does the dump time (because of the increase in dump size). It increases the transfer time of the file, which in turn increases the Downtime for the application. Similarly, Figure 6 shows the breakup of time taken by different parts of Live Migration. In this approach, the amount of data transferred during Downtime stays the same irrespective of program size, which results in Downtime also stays the same. Our results show that Downtime caused by Live Migration remains almost constant, at approximately 0.2 s. For small processes, Downtime caused by Simple Migration remains around 0.2 s. But for the process sizes more than 25 MB it increases as shown in Table II.

VIII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we concluded that breaking up the Stateful Process transfer into stages results in a more scalable approach. After stopping the process,

Fig. 4. Downtime caused by Live Migration

Fig. 5. Dump, Transfer and Restore Time caused by Simple Migration for processes with different sizes

Fig. 6. Dump, Transfer and Restore Time caused by Live Migration for processes with different sizes

The size of the process state, that needs to be transferred, stays constant with the increasing size of the process. This new approach results in the constant transfer time with respect to the size of the process. The increasing transfer time with the increase in the process size was the main limitation in the Stateful Process transfer approach that we improved upon. The Downtime by our approach is shorter than the existing technique by 6.9 s for 256MB process, and this...
difference will keep increasing for the large size of processes. The crucial point in our approach is the decision criteria of when to stop the process on the local server and get it ready for the migration. These criteria can be different for a different application. The criteria used in this paper works well for the applications which stay idle frequently. The criteria need to be changed for processes that see continuous activity, be it low or high, to keep the downtime to a minimum. The focus of future work can be the study of how different criteria affect different sets of applications.
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